**LOCKSOLID FEATURES**

**SUPERIOR HOLD STRENGTH**
No buckling or seam separation

**FEATURES QUANTUM GUARD HP WEARLAYER**

**EXCELLENT DURABILITY**
Under heavy rolling loads

**AVOIDS ABATEMENT REQUIREMENTS**

**AVOIDS MOISTURE REMEDIATION**

**FLOATING FLOOR**
Installs over most existing surfaces

- concrete
- tile
- laminate

**LIMITED 10 YEAR NO GAP WARRANTY**

**LIMITED 10 YEAR QUANTUM GUARD® HP WEAR WARRANTY**

**LIMITED 10 YEAR COMMERCIAL WARRANTY**

**NATURE’S PATHS® LOCKSOLID**

- HERITAGE CHERRY CORDOVON 12104S
- HERITAGE CHERRY SELECT 12103S
- NORTHERN MAPLE NATURAL 12119S
- WINDSOR OAK GOLDEN 12114S
- WINDSOR OAK GUNSTOCK 12116S
- WINDSOR OAK NATURAL 12113S

Construction: Luxury Vinyl Tile with micro bevel edges
Size: 4”x36” nominal
Overall Thickness: .157” (4.0 mm)
Certifications: FloorScore, Industry wide 3rd Party Type III EPD
Recycled Content: Contains a minimum of 30% pre-consumer recycled content by total product weight

Warranty: Limited 10 Year Commercial, Limited 10 Year No Gap Warranty, Limited 10 Year Quantum Guard® HP Wear Warranty
Made in USA
LOOP Reclamation: we are reclaiming and recycling end-of-life LVT into new LVT.
Coordinates: Nature’s Paths